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The above phenomena all concern *non-uniform* complexity in the sense that the complexity of expansions of single numbers are concerned. One can also study a *uniform* version where the complexity of Turing machines provided with *a*, *b*, and the base-*a* expansion of *any* irrational number from a well-behaved set must produce the digits of the base-*b* expansion without unbounded search. If good subrecursive bounds on such uniform conversion exists for some subset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This paper is devoted to proving that set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$, *e*, numbers with very slow-growing partial quotients, etc.) are not Liouville, this shows that "wild" differences in the computational complexity across integer bases is a somewhat artificial property of irrationals. We believe that some of the machinery we introduce to prove this result may be useful to reveal the connections between the computational complexity of expansions to integer bases and traditional number theory beyond what is already done in the literature (see, e.g. \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR8]\]).

Some Intuition {#Sec2}
--------------

Converting a number from base *a* to base *b* is easy if the number of digits that need to be examined is limited---colloquially, if the "lookahead" is small. Consider a Turing machine converting an irrational number from base *a* to base *b* using the standard schoolbook algorithm. Write $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\vert x - kb^{-n} \vert < a^{-s(n)}$$\end{document}$. Hence, for efficient conversion from base *a* to base *b*, it is natural to consider real numbers *x* where the "lookahead" function *s*(*n*) does not grow too rapidly. Furthermore, as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The reader should by now appreciate that the "lookahead" is a special case of the more general phenomenon of the convergence speed of rapidly converging sequences of rational approximations to *x*, that is, finding rational numbers *p*/*q* with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p/q < x$$\end{document}$ if *p*/*q* is a truncation of the base-*a* expansion of *x*. Thus, the study of finite truncations of base-*a* expansions is a limited special case of *Diophantine approximation* (see, e.g. \[[@CR7]\]). Consider creating an irrational number *x* such that its base-*a* expansion is not efficiently computable; a typical first attempt would be to take a very rapidly growing function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Preliminaries {#Sec3}
=============

We assume familiary with standard computability theory and basic complexity theory at the level of introductory textbooks (see, e.g. \[[@CR2], [@CR9], [@CR20]\]). Familiarity with basic computable analysis (e.g., \[[@CR11], [@CR22]\]) will make the paper easier to read, but is not needed.
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*Turing Machines and Conversion Between Bases.* Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A real number *x* is a *Liouville number* \[[@CR14]\] if it is irrational and for every integer $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*An Ancillary Result.* The multiple of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 1 {#FPar1}
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Rational Approximations and Sanity {#Sec4}
==================================

The discussion in the paper's introduction prompts the definition of *sane* numbers below.

Definition 1 {#FPar2}
------------
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Sane numbers are irrational: If *p*/*q* is rational, then it has a finite base-*q* expansion, whence it cannot be *q*-sane witnessed by any unbounded map *t*.

Observe that for every irrational *x* and every *b*, there is a non-decreasing and unbounded function *t* such that *x* is (*b*, *t*)-sane: for each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If there is no *slow*-growing function *t* such that *x* is (*b*, *t*)-sane, then--intuitively--bounding *x* away from very good rational approximations is difficult, and hence converting between bases may require large lookahead. As every irrational *x* is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 2 {#FPar3}
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To show that the growth rate of the functions witnessing sanity actually matters, we now prove existence of a real number the sanity of which can be witnessed by a fast-growing function, but not witnessed by functions that grow slightly more slowly.

Proposition 3 {#FPar4}
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Functions *t* satisfying the assumptions of Proposition [3](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"} are not hard to devise. For example, any polynomial $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition [3](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"} shows that, for each *b*, there is a hierarchy of (*b*, *t*)-sane numbers for successively faster-growing functions *t*, and there are numbers that require arbitrarily fast-growing witnesses for (*b*, *t*)-sanity. It is natural to conjecture that the same phenomena hold for uniform sanity, but--surprisingly--it turns out (see Lemma [2](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}) not to be the case.

We have the following key lemma:

Lemma 1 {#FPar6}
-------
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Proof {#FPar7}
-----
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Proof {#FPar9}
-----

If uniform sanity is witnessed by a linear map, then obviously *x* is uniformly sane.
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We do not know whether it is always possible to choose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma [1](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} furnishes a method for proving that concrete real numbers are (uniformly) sane: the set of Liouville numbers is exactly the set of real numbers having irrationality measure infinity. Thus: if a real number has finite irrationality measure it is uniformly sane. By the Thue-Siegel-Roth theorem \[[@CR18]\], all algebraic irrational numbers have irrationality measure 2 and are thus uniformly sane, as are numbers with continued fractions whose partial quotients grow very slowly as *o*(*n*), for example *e*. Further examples of specific uniformly sane numbers can be found where finite upper bounds on their irrationality measure have been proven. For example, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A Digression: Normal Numbers {#Sec5}
----------------------------

Recall that a real number *x* is *b*-*normal* \[[@CR5]\] if every string of symbols $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proposition 4 {#FPar10}
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Recall also that *x* is said to be *absolutely normal* if it is *b*-normal for every $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Corollary 1 {#FPar11}

For any absolutely normal number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By a result of Bugeaud \[[@CR6]\] there are uncountably many absolutely normal Liouville numbers, hence, by Lemma [1](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} there are uncountably many absolutely normal numbers that are not uniformly sane. By Corollary [1](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"} each of these normal numbers are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{2,x}, c_{3,x}, \ldots $$\end{document}$ must grow unboundedly as otherwise the numbers would be uniformly sane. Examples of computable absolutely normal Liouville numbers can be found in \[[@CR4]\]. Another consequence of Proposition [4](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} is that every *b*-normal number has a very tame witness for sanity---and that numbers *requiring* fast-growing witnesses (such as the ones constructed in Proposition [3](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}) cannot be *b*-normal for any *b*.

Uniform Conversion with Subrecursive Overhead Between Arbitrary Integer Bases {#Sec6}
=============================================================================

The following theorem shows that sanity implies that changing bases can be done without using unbounded search, indeed polynomial-time overhead is sufficient:

Theorem 1 {#FPar12}
---------

There is a (type-2) Turing machine *M* and a polynomial *P* with positive integer coefficients satisfying the following:
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Proof {#FPar13}
-----

The proof is essentially just an application of the schoolbook algorithm for changing the base of an irrational number. We first describe *M* and subsequently bound its running time.
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Observe in Theorem [1](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} that the polynomial *P* is independent of *x*, *a*, and *b*. *However* *t*(*n*) will in general depend on both *b* and *x*. If we consider a class of reals for which *t*(*n*) is bounded above by a slow-growing function, we can obtain stronger results, to wit the following theorem for numbers that are not Liouville:

Theorem 2 {#FPar14}
---------
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Proof {#FPar15}
-----
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Thus in particular, every real number *x* where finite prefixes of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Future Work {#Sec7}
===========

This paper has concerned the connection between Liouville numbers and the construction of real numbers with great disparity in the computational complexity needed to compute their expansion in different bases, and more generally the computational complexity needed to obtain "good" rational approximations to irrationals---indeed, the notion of expansion to integer bases is an example of a very particular kind of approximation, but we expect the results of this paper to hold, *mutatis mutandis* for other approximations with rationals as well. Furthermore, the set of Liouville numbers is almost certainly an *over*-approximation of the set of "poorly behaved" irrationals where conversion with polynomial overhead is not in general possible; it is interesting to pinpoint a proper subset of the Liouville numbers---hopefully connected to existing areas of number theory---that precisely contain those numbers having egregious differences in the complexity of their various integer base expansions.
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